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The Plantagenets
In this gripping tale of passion, politics and conflict, King Henry II finds himself brutally betrayed by his wife Eleanor and three
eldest sons when they enter into a rebellion against him. Aligning themselves with Henry's most bitter enemy, King Louis of
France, their treacherous actions will have devastating consequences as they bring about the downfall of a brilliant man and a
powerful empire. In Devil's Brood, the compelling story of Henry and Eleanor's once great love affair is explored in an uniquely
vivid way. What twists of fate turn love to hatred? What points of principle and ambition cause these two icons to struggle for
power, leaving their family tragically divided and their turbulent marriage finished in all but name? Sharon Penman's glorious trilogy
reaches its spellbinding conclusion.
A vivid and richly illustrated portrait of English society in the penultimate year of the reign of a king with the worst reputation of any
in our history. 1215 is chiefly remembered for King John attaching his seal to Magna Carta in a quiet Thames-side water-meadow
– a milestone in the history of liberty. But it was also a year of crusading and church reform, of foreign wars and dramatic sieges –
a year in which London was stormed by angry barons and England invaded by a French army. As well as describing these
upheavals, Dan Jones introduces us to the ordinary people of thirteenth-century England – how and where they worked, what they
wore, what they ate, and what role the church played in their lives – to create a vivid gripping portrait of an extraordinary year in
English history.
The Plantagenets reigned over England longer than any other family - from Henry II, to Richard III. Four kings were murdered, two
came close to deposition and another was killed in a battle by rebels. Shakespeare wrote plays about six of them, further
entrenching them in the National Myth. Based on major contemporary sources and recent research, acclaimed historian Desmond
Seward provides the first readable overview of the whole extraordinary dynasty, in one volume.
1215 – the penultimate year of the reign of a king with the worst reputation of any in our history – saw England engulfed by crisis.
Weakened by the loss of Normandy, King John faced insurrection by his disgruntled barons. With the assistance of the Archbishop
of Canterbury, they drew up a list of their demands. In June, in a quiet Thames-side water-meadow, John attached his regal seal –
under oath – to a charter that set limits on regal power. In return, the barons renewed their vows of fealty. Groundbreaking though
'Magna Carta' was, it had scant immediate impact as England descended into civil war that would still be raging when John died
the following year. Dan Jones's vivid account of the vicissitudes of feudal power politics and the workings of 13th-century
government is interwoven with a exploration of the lives of ordinary people: how and where they worked, what they wore, what
they ate, and what role the Church played in their lives.
Richard I was crowned King in 1189 and set off almost immediately for the Third Crusade. This was a bloody campaign to regain
the Holy Land, marked by warfare among the Christians and extraordinary campaigns against the Saracens. Men and women
found themselves facing new sorts of challenges and facing an uncertain future. John, the youngest son, was left behind – and
with Richard gone, he was free to conspire with the French king to steal his brother's throne. Overshadowing the battlefields that
stretched to Jerusalem and beyond were the personalities of two great adversaries: Richard and Saladin. They quickly took the
measure of each other in both war and diplomacy. The result was mutual admiration: a profound acknowledgement of a worthy
opponent. In Lionheart, a gripping narrative of passion, intrigue, battle and deceit, Sharon Penman reveals a true and complex
Richard – a man remarkable for his power and intelligence, his keen grasp of warfare and his concern for the safety of his men,
who followed him against all odds.
The story of the Plantagenet dynasty is the story of one of the pivotal ages in English history. Attitudes and outlooks were formed
with regard to a vast array of profoundly important issues. Such fundamental issues as the relationship between church and state,
the nature of government/governance, the interaction of social and economic classes, and ultimately the idea of what it means to
be English were all shaped to a great degree by the events of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.
England, 1154. As Henry II seizes the throne after years of turmoil, a new dynasty is poised to haul this hitherto turbulent nation
out from the Dark Ages and transform it into the nation state we recognize today. Featuring some of England's greatest but also
most notorious kings, the house of Plantagenet would reign for over 300 blood-soaked, yet foundational, years. The dynasty
provides some of the most evocative names in our history: from the brave yet rash Richard the Lionheart, his treacherous brother
John, the hapless Richard II, and the hero of Agincourt Henry V, through to the controversial Richard III. And in this authoritative,
intelligent and grippingly written book, acclaimed historian Derek Wilson brings this thrilling era to life.
When Count Henry of Anjou and his formidable wife Eleanor of Aquitaine became king and queen of England, they amassed an
empire stretching 1,000 miles from the Pyrenees to the Scottish border, including half of France. Henry's grandmother Empress (of
Germany) Mathilda had taught him that ruling is like venery: show the hawk the reward, but take it away at the last moment, to
keep the bird eager to please. To sons and vassals alike, Henry promised everything but gave nothing, keeping the three adult
princes hating him and the other siblings all their lives.Plantagenet Princes traces the lives and infamous webs of mistrust and
intrigue among them. What sons they were! Henry (b. 1155), 'the Young king' was entitled to succeed his father, yet was a rich
playboy who died crippled by debt before his thirtieth birthday, after living the life of a robber baron. Richard (b. 1157), 'the
Lionheart' was lord of his mother's duchy of Aquitaine and became, thanks to her, England's most popular king despite
bankrupting the Empire twice in his disastrous 10-year reign. Geoffrey (b. 1158), count of Brittany, was the cleverest, but was
trampled to death by horses aged 32 in a pointless mêlée at Paris, leaving his wife Constance to act as regent for their son Arthur
in a long power struggle between Philip Augustus, king of France, and the Plantagenets. The runt of the litter, John (b. 1166) was
nicknamed Lackland, since no inheritance was initially promised him. He proved the longest-lived by far, dying at the age of fifty
after signing Magna Carta, losing the key duchy of Normandy and most of the other continental possessions - also murdering his
nephew Arthur, imprisoning Arthur's sister for life and waging war against his barons, continued by Henry III.The Plantagenet line
continued with Richard of Cornwall, Edward I conquering Wales, gay Edward II, Edward III, Edward the Black Prince and Richard
II, who died in prison while his usurper sat on the throne.
There are periods in history when things are seen dimly as through a veil. Such were the years from 1377 to 1485. During this time
the Chronicles were silent and the sources of information few. And yet these were eventful years, filled with important, strange,
colorful and sometimes mystifying events. The Wars of the Roses were fought; a few men began to preach and a nation began to
listen to new beliefs; the stout men of the soil rose against feudal injustices; and the greatest of mysteries grew out of the deaths of
two princes in the Tower of London. This is the period covered by Thomas B. Costain in THE LAST PLANTAGENETS. It is not
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claiming too much to say that here the veil has been raised and that throughout the book a bright light plays on this century of
excitement and romance and stories stranger than fiction. Here we read of a king who devoted much of his reign to revenge; of the
same young monarch riding out boldly to face the peasants demanding a fairer deal; of the winning of Fair Kate of France by the
spectacular warrior king, Henry V; of the emergence of a commoner known in history as the Kingmaker; of a ruler who condemned
his brother to death and the carrying out of the sentence, according to public report at the time, by drowning the prince in a butt of
wine. By way of climax to the saga of the extraordinary Plantagenets with their brilliant successes, tragic reverses and wild
extravagances, the last section of the book is devoted to a summary of the case of Richard III. Was Richard the villainous
hunchback of stage and story who had his nephews murdered to clear his way to the throne? Or was he the whipping boy of
history, whose voice could not be raised in defense from the grave and whose friends did not dare speak out? All the evidence in
this unsolved mystery is gathered up and the author achieves in the telling a mounting tension which has never before, perhaps,
been reached. Readers today might well raise their eyes from the perusal of newspaper murders to find in this case the strangest
and most gripping story of all. This is the fourth, and last, volume in what Thomas B. Costain originally intended to be a history of
England. The three earlier volumes were published under the titles The Conquerors, The Magnificent Century and The Three
Edwards. Some time in the future the publishers may combine the four, with some necessary additions, to be issued as a history
of the Plantagenet kings.
Why was Edward I also known as Edward Longshanks? What do historians think happened to the Princes in the Tower? Who
became known as ‘The Kingmaker’ and why? And who shocked Europe with the murder of Thomas Becket, the Archbishop of
Canterbury? All of these questions and more are answered in this excellent book containing over one hundred facts about the
Plantagenets. Separated into sections covering either an individual monarch or era (such as the Angevins or the House of York),
the book is perfect for anyone studying this fascinating period in English History as well as those with a general interest in the age.
Married to loyal Lancaster supporter Sir Richard Pole to minimize her claim to the throne of Henry VII, Margaret becomes an
advisor to newlyweds Prince Arthur and Katherine of Aragon before witnessing the rapid ascent of Henry VIII. By the best-selling
author of The White Princess. 200,000 first printing.
The extraordinary growth and development of the cult of St Thomas Becket is investigated here, with a particular focus on its
material culture.
A.D. 1135. As church bells tolled for the death of England's King Henry I, his barons faced the unwelcome prospect of being ruled by a
woman: Henry's beautiful daughter Maude, Countess of Anjou. But before Maude could claim her throne, her cousin Stephen seized it. In
their long and bitter struggle, all of England bled and burned. Sharon Kay Penman's magnificent fifth novel When Christ And His Saints Slept
summons to life a spectacular medieval tragedy whose unfolding breaks the heart even as it prepares the way for splendors to come – the
glorious age of Eleanor of Aquitaine and the Plantagenets that would soon illumine the world.
A new version of Shakespeare's histories
The House of Plantagenet. (a branch of the Angevins), was a royalhouse founded by Geoffrey V of Anjou, father of Henry II of England.
Plantagenet kings first ruled the Kingdom of England in the 12th century. Their paternal ancestors originated in the Fren
The New York Times bestseller, from the author of Powers and Thrones, that tells the story of Britain’s greatest and worst dynasty—“a reallife Game of Thrones” (The Wall Street Journal) The first Plantagenet kings inherited a blood-soaked realm from the Normans and
transformed it into an empire that stretched at its peak from Scotland to Jerusalem. In this epic narrative history of courage, treachery,
ambition, and deception, Dan Jones resurrects the unruly royal dynasty that preceded the Tudors. They produced England’s best and worst
kings: Henry II and his wife Eleanor of Aquitaine, twice a queen and the most famous woman in Christendom; their son Richard the Lionheart,
who fought Saladin in the Third Crusade; and his conniving brother King John, who was forced to grant his people new rights under the
Magna Carta, the basis for our own bill of rights. Combining the latest academic research with a gift for storytelling, Jones vividly recreates
the great battles of Bannockburn, Crécy, and Sluys and reveals how the maligned kings Edward II and Richard II met their downfalls. This is
the era of chivalry and the Black Death, the Knights Templar, the founding of parliament, and the Hundred Years’ War, when England’s
national identity was forged by the sword.
When William X dies, the duchy of Aquitaine is left to his fifteen year-old daughter, Eleanor. Eleanor grows into a romantic and beautiful
queen, and is determined to rule Aquitaine using her husband's power as King of France. Her resolve knows no limit and, in the years to
follow she was to become one of history's most scandalous queens.
The first in a ground-breaking two-volume history of Henry III's rule "Professor Carpenter is one of Britain's foremost medievalists...No one
knows more about Henry, and a lifetime of scholarship is here poured out, elegantly and often humorously. This is a fine, judicious,
illuminating work that should be the standard study of the reign for generations to come."--Dan Jones, The Sunday Times Nine years of age
when he came to the throne in 1216, Henry III had to rule within the limits set by the establishment of Magna Carta and the emergence of
parliament. Pacific, conciliatory, and deeply religious, Henry brought many years of peace to England and rebuilt Westminster Abbey in honor
of his patron saint, Edward the Confessor. He poured money into embellishing his palaces and creating a magnificent court. Yet this
investment in "soft power" did not prevent a great revolution in 1258, led by Simon de Montfort, ending Henry's personal rule. Eminent
historian David Carpenter brings to life Henry's character and reign as never before. Using source material of unparalleled richness--material
that makes it possible to get closer to Henry than any other medieval monarch--Carpenter stresses the king's achievements as well as his
failures while offering an entirely new perspective on the intimate connections between medieval politics and religion.
In this thorough and illuminating work, Michael Prestwich provides a comprehensive study of Plantagenet England, a dramatic and turbulent
period which saw many changes. In politics it saw Simon de Montfort's challenge to the crown in Henry II's reign and it witnessed the
deposition of Edward I. In contrast, it also saw the highly successful rules of Edward I and his grandson, Edward III. Political institutions were
transformed with the development of parliament and war was a dominant theme: Wales was conquered and the Scottish Wars of
Independence started in Edward I's reign, and under Edward III there were triumphs at Crecy and Poitiers. Outside of politics, English society
was developing a structure, from the great magnates at the top to the peasantry at the bottom. Economic changes were also significant, from
the expansionary period of the thirteenth century to years of difficulty in the fourteenth century, culminating in the greatest demographic
disaster of historical times, the Black Death. In this volume in the New Oxford History of England series, Michael Prestwich brings this
fascinating century to life.
Continuing his exploration of the pathways of British history, Timothy Venning examines the turning points of the period from the death of
William I to the reign of Edward III and a little beyond. As always, he discusses the crucial junctions at which History could easily have taken
a different turn and analyses the possible and likely results. While necessarily speculative to a degree, the scenarios are all highly plausible
and rooted in a firm understanding of actually events and their context. In so doing, Timothy Venning gives the reader a clearer
understanding of the factors at play and why things happened the way they did, as well as a tantalizing view of what might so easily have
been different. Key scenarios discussed in this volume include: The civil war of 1136-53, how either Stephen or Matilda might have won quick
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and decisive victory and the likely consequences. What if Richard the Lionheart had not gone on Crusade, leaving the inept John to rule in his
place? Could the English (Angevin) Empire in France have been saved? What if that fatal crossbow bolt had missed Richard in 1199, sparing
him an early death? What if Edward I's riding accident in 1294 had been fatal, leaving Edward II to succeed at 10 years of age? A whole
chapter deals with scenarios surrounding the Scottish kings - What if Robert the Bruce had been killed in 1306?As featured in The Argus
(Brighton), Sussex Express and New Milton Advertiser
Eight generations of the greatest and worst kings and queens that this country has ever seen – from the White Ship to the Lionheart, bad
King John to the Black Prince and John of Gaunt – this is the dynasty that invented England as we still know it today – great history to appeal
to readers of Ken Follet, Bernard Cornwell, Tom Holland
The lives and political influence of eleven Plantagenet queens and consorts; the female DNA of a dynasty and 250 years of English history.
A complete account of the rulers and politics of the Plantagenet reign.
This book - the study of Westminster Abbey in more than fifty years - places the Abbey's physical and artistic growth in the context of the
political and religious culture of its time. Published on the 750th anniversary of the major building program of the abbey, it is a fitting tribute to
one of the most ambitious royal edifices and art holdings ever constructed.
The Plantagenets: The Kings Who Made EnglandHarperCollins UK
Plantagenet is the name given to the English royal house descended from the union of Queen Matilda of England and her second husband
Geoffrey of Anjou. The name derived from Geoffrey's nickname, which came from the sprig of broom (planta genet) which he wore in his hat.
The Plantagenets ruled England for more than three hundred years, from the accession of reign of the dynasty's founder, Matilda and
Geoffrey's son, Henry II, in 1154, to the death of the last Plantagenet, Richard III, at the Battle of Bosworth in 1485. The Plantagenets is a
compelling, year-by-year chronology of a tumultuous and critical period in the development of the English nation. Each year is covered by a
concise, informative and accessible narrative, amplified by extensive quotation from contemporary sources and accompanied by generously
captioned and stunning images of the period including illuminations, portraits, maps, royal seals, tapestries and other artefacts. Authoritative,
informative and sumptuous, and compiled by a scholar who is steeped in knowledge of the period, The Plantagenets brings a critical era of
English history dramatically and vividly to life. It is the perfect gift book for anyone with a love of, or fascination for, medieval English history
The author of the New York Times bestseller The Plantagenets chronicles the next chapter in British history—the historical backdrop for Game
of Thrones The crown of England changed hands five times over the course of the fifteenth century, as two branches of the Plantagenet
dynasty fought to the death for the right to rule. In this riveting follow-up to The Plantagenets, celebrated historian Dan Jones describes how
the longest-reigning British royal family tore itself apart until it was finally replaced by the Tudors. Some of the greatest heroes and villains of
history were thrown together in these turbulent times, from Joan of Arc to Henry V, whose victory at Agincourt marked the high point of the
medieval monarchy, and Richard III, who murdered his own nephews in a desperate bid to secure his stolen crown. This was a period when
headstrong queens and consorts seized power and bent men to their will. With vivid descriptions of the battles of Towton and Bosworth,
where the last Plantagenet king was slain, this dramatic narrative history revels in bedlam and intrigue. It also offers a long-overdue corrective
to Tudor propaganda, dismantling their self-serving account of what they called the Wars of the Roses.
An epic history of the Plantagenet royal dynasty traces its first king's inheritance of a violence-stricken realm through the family's growth of a
powerful empire that stretched from Scotland to Jerusalem, citing the enduring influences of such figures as Eleanor of Aquitaine, Richard II
and King John.
Learn about The Plantagenets with iMinds insightful knowledge series. The House of Plantagenet was a royal house of 15 monarchs who
ruled England from 1154-1485. The Plantagenets originally came from France, where they ruled a county called Anjou. They were a strange
and powerful family, complex and prone to insanity. Their founder, Count Fulk III (known as "The Black"), had his wife burned at the stake in
her wedding dress when he discovered she was sleeping with a goatherd. His great grandson, Geoffrey V gave the dynasty its name. The
word Plantagenet comes from the name of a flower: plante genet in French, or "common broom." Geoffrey V was said to have worn a sprig of
the golden flower in his battle helmet. iMinds brings targeted knowledge to your eReading device with short information segments to whet
your mental appetite and broaden your mind.
The Plantagenet Chronicles tells the fascinating story of a forgotten dynasty. Ascending the throne just after the decline of the Normans in
1154 and retaining their grip on power until the rise of the Tudors in 1485, the Plantagenets oversaw a remarkable array of political, social
and economic changes: parliament, trial by jury, civil rights, the English language and even the emergence of a distinct British national
identity all came about under the reign. The Plantagenet dynasty emerged from the union of Queen Matilda of England and her second
husband Geoffrey of Anjou. The name derived from Geoffrey's nickname, which came from the sprig of broom (planta genet) which he wore
in his hat. Many of its key figures rank amongst the most evocative names in British history: the crusaidng Richard the Lionheart, his
treacherous brother John, the hapless Richard II, the heroic warrior king Henry V, and ending in the defeat of the much maligned Richard III
at the Battle of Bosworth Field in 1485. The Plantagenet Chronicles is a compelling, year-by-year account of a tumultous and critical period in
the development of the English nation. Each year is covered by a concise, informative and accessible narrative, amplified by extensive
quotation from contemporary sources and accompanied by stunning images of the period--including illuminations, portraits, maps, royal
seals, tapestries and other artefacts. -Copyright: a6e29437d8c9bc846da0c389719482aa
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